
The LeaningMetal Wall in the Sky Dream 12-25-23 to 1-4-24

[Flash visions too]

This dream began as I foundmyself standing outside in an area that resembles
a park, a large park. I saw park benches at various locations and various trees. I
know going into this dream this place is located inside a city and I feel it's
inside the US, the United States.

It's a cold, gloomy day and it's cold outside. I can see myself and I am as I am in
reality. I'm dressed in a long length, plum colored coat, blue jeans, and white
tennis shoes. The coat is zipped up to my neck andmy hands are around the
collar ends of the coat as if I'm drawing them closer aroundmy neck.

I looked around and there's no one else out here. I am alone. I looked up into
the vast open, gloomy sky with its gray clouds. “It's so bleak and dreary,” I say
to myself. The wind began blowing and I droppedmy head down to keep it
from hitting me in the face. It stops abruptly and I feel compelled to look up
into the sky which I quickly do. Mymouth drops open in astonishment.

There before my eyes in the sky is a large, massive, leaning wall of metal! The
part I can see of its underneath has odd shapes upon it, but I canmake out the
shape of an area that looks like a triangle. It's not moving. I kept staring but it
never moved. It's just sitting there suspended in the sky.

“Jesus Christ,” I whispered and asked. “What is it? Why isn't it moving?” But
no answer came. I'm astonished how quickly it appeared within less than a few
minutes from the time I looked down from the sky they looked back up. It was
‘suddenly’! I looked around to see if anybody was outside. I asked out loud, “Is
anybody else seeing this?” And then I woke up.

This is the same dream I have dreamed every night but one since December
25th, 2023. In addition, I have been having flash visions of this large, metal
wall leaning in the sky.

Last night after again praying and seeking Jesus Christ for the meaning of this
dream and the interpretation according to Joel 2: 28, Genesis 40: 8 and Daniel
2: 28, I dreamed it again with more to it. I have now been told by Father God in



Heaven to share it. I shall do it in Jesus Christ’s name. This dream is
established according to 2 Corinthians 13: 1.

As I entered the dream again during my sleep last night, I was still in the same
park, standing in the same position as in previous times and dressed much the
same except this time I amwearing a warm, knit hat uponmy head and
everything I'm seeing appeared in greater clarity than before. I am noticing
every detail of my surroundings. Yet this time in this dream I felt as if I knew
I'm going to see the great, leaning metal wall in the sky, and I’m determined to
know what it is.

As I looked around again there were no other people to be seen. “And in such a
large city,” I said to myself. I raise my eyes to the bleak, gloomy sky and begin
speaking to my lovely Jesus Christ. “Jesus Christ, your word says in Matthew 7:
7 to ask and you shall receive. Jeremiah 33: 3 says, call unto me and I will
answer thee; and show the great andmighty things that thou knewest not. I’m
asking you to showme and reveal to me what this leaning, metal wall in the
sky is, if it be your will.

For many nights I have dreamed this same dream and have been given visions
of it. I have repeatedly sought you as your word says to do. Now I ask you, let
me know what it is you're showingme and then how you want me to proceed
or not? I'm standing on your Holy Word Luke 8: 17 which says, for nothing is
secret, there shall not be mademanifest; neither anything he had, there shall
not be known and come abroad.”

As soon as the words left mymouth, which I spoke in faith in the power of His
Holy Word, I began seeing the great leaning, metal wall materializing in front
of my eyes. It's massive and large. It looks from the distance, the underneath,
the underbelly, the part I'm seeing is a pewter grey in color, but also has shiny
silver and white in places. It remains still and unmoving.

I heard a voice from the Heavens say, “Daughter of mine take a good look and
record what you see.”

Suddenly I have my journal and ink pen in hand. I saw a long rectangular,
metal type wall. Now that I can study it closer, it looks like it’s some of the
alloy material I have seen before, but not above ground in our world. It's from
the hidden facilities of the fallen ones, the dark lords who are the angels that



fell and were cast out of Heaven and their nephilim children. I first saw it in the
facility under the United Nations complex in Switzerland.

“This is correct,” the voice fromHeaven replied to me.

“Father God, Jesus Christ, it's strange looking to me. It has near the top of its
rectangular shape what looks like 9 solid white half rings that remindme of
what ceramic looks like with 6 on the other end I shall call the bottom. There's
shiny silver tubing that looks like running in odd shapes near the top. It looks
like there is a large triangle on it with a circle inside it that has a seam running
down its length.

Suddenly lights, blinking lights appear on the leaningmetal wall. “What's it
doing Jesus?” I asked cautiously, but no answer came. I saw white, blinking
lights running in straight lines. One horizontally near the wall's top and two
others running vertically mid length of it. Now the edges of the wall have lit up
in red, then changed to blue, then back to red and continues to do this nonstop.
But the brightness of the red and blue lights are dimmed somewhat because
they appear to be under a whitish, clear covering.

I looked around briefly thinking surely someone else has seen this in such a
large well-known city. But no, there appeared to be no one else seeing this now
blinking metal wall still unmoving and still very much suspended high in the
open, gloomy sky.

Suddenly I heard a very slight whirring sound like that of a very well-run
engine purring to life. “What's happening, Jesus Christ what's happening?” I
heard my lovely Jesus Christ’s voice speak from the Heavens with great power
and authority but would love too.

The time has come for the further deception of your world. The aliens shall
come from the sky to your world, andmany will fear and believe in their
existence. Deception upon deception has come to your world and with My
Restrainer removed nothing shall hold back the flood of evil coming upon your
world. Nor My judgments.

“The time for the great reveal, the revelation of alien life and proof has come,”
your leaders shall declare. Do not be deceived! They are and shall forever be,
demons and fallen ones portraying themselves as the various alien life forces.



So, they can work openly beside your governments and antichrist, the man of
sin, until they no longer need to hide who they truly are.

Suddenly the metal wall which I now know is a fake alien spaceship takes o�
flying very fast, very quickly out of my view. I was stunned by how quickly it
flew. I looked around thinking, “Surely someone else has finally seen this
massive, leaning metal wall of a ship fly away,” but again I saw no one else. But
one lone figure of a man in the far distance who has his arm pointed to the sky
where the ship had once been.

“Jesus, my love, why didn't anyone else see this massive ship with all its
blinking lights except for this man, it looked like, andme?” I heard my lovely
Jesus Christ reply again from the Heavens and He said:

Because few are watching. Few are sounding the alarm of what is coming. Little
daughter, youmust sound the alarm. More deception is coming in the form of
fake alien life forms and somany of Mine who are living in the world while
trying to serve Me shall be deceived and swept into the deception, and others.
Because they want to ignore all the warnings of what is occurring and live their
lives as if they're going to ‘live their lives’ unhindered by what is come to your
world already.

How will they stand in Me when they can't stand now even before the full
depths of deception fills this earth?

Warn them little daughter. I charge you to warnMy people and world of the
coming deception of fake aliens by the fallen angels and demons ruling in your
world. I will Jesus Christ with Your help, Your strength and in Your great name.

And daughter…….

Yes, Jesus…….

The time is now, the time of antichrist… for them to arrive.

Then I awoke suddenly out of this dreamwith an urgency to pray and get this
dream out. I have prayed and tested the spirits as I have had this dream and
each time it has been discerned to be from Father God and Jesus Christ. Help us
Jesus Christ, help us all to stay true to You nomatter what the cost is to
ourselves.



Verses from Father God:

2 Thessalonians 2:7-12

Numbers 12:6

1 Corinthians 16:22

1 Timothy 4:1-2; 12; 14

Revelation 3:14-15

Isaiah 42:8-9; 62:6

Ezekiel 7:5

Hosea 12-10

Deuteronomy 11:16

Ezekiel 3:10

Matthew 24:4

Ephesians 5:6-7

2 Thessalonians 2:3

1 John 4:1-3

Verses I quoted:

Joel 2:28

Daniel 2:28

2 Corinthians 13:1

Genesis 40:8

Matthew 7:7

Jeremiah 33:3

Luke 8:17

Please take all this in prayer to Jesus Christ and try the spirits.




